From Cookies to
Communication Community
Changing attitudes and belief systems to
allow for development of functional
communication in a specialist autism
setting.
Haylee Parfett
Senior Speech and Language Therapist, Eagle House Group, London
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Eagle House Group
Eagle House Group is an independent provider of specialist
early-years, primary and secondary day schools for
children and young people with:
- Autistic spectrum disorder
- Autism
- Asperger's syndrome


Two Provisions:
- Primary School
- up to 65 students aged 4-12 years

- Secondary School
- approximately 85 students aged 13-19 years
- divided into 2 cohorts of students; ‘Steps’ & ‘Bridge’

Eagle House Group
Student Population



All students have a Statement of Educational Need
Admission was through referrals and/or Tribunal Hearings
from Local Authorities



Often due to failed school placements
Prior exclusions



Tended to get the most ‘severe’ and ‘challenging’ students



High proportion of students were ‘non-verbal’ or lacked
‘functional speech’ ie. ‘complex communication needs’
Students frequently presented with challenging behaviours



School-wide Challenges facing
Eagle House Group
Highly complex population of students
representing all aspects of the Autism Spectrum


Staff faced with severe and challenging behaviours on
a daily basis



Knowledge deficits



Some staff had a poor understanding of Autism
Areas of weak teaching practice



Attitudinal issues



Systemic issues

Approach to Communication


Many visual tools were present within the two
schools






Eg. visual timetables, first/then cards, visual cue cards,
reward systems
Widgit symbol support for literacy

TEACCH approach used within some classes
PECS used at snack and lunch times

Several limitations to visual supports and AAC
• Multiple symbol sets and photo’s used
• Little consistency in how symbols were taught and used
• Belief that providing visual supports addressed all of the
students expressive communication needs
• Some staff viewed visual or AAC strategies as
“patronizing” or a “a step backwards.”

The BIG Challenge…


Common belief that communication for students
with complex communication needs was limited
to informal modes and symbol exchange.



‘Communication’ was an activity that occurred
between 9 - 9.30 on Wednesday mornings!

But there were BIG problems with this approach:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frequent communication breakdowns
Frustration
Anxiety
Learned helplessness
Passivity
Challenging behaviours

The BIG Challenge…

• “… (there is a) preponderance of research studies
tha have focused on Teaching individuals with ASD
to use AAC symbols imperatively – that is, to either
request, terminate, or avoid items, activities, or
events” (Mirenda, 2008, p.224)

‘‘There’s more to life than cookies!’’
(Light, Parsons, & Drager, 2002, p. 187)

Ahhhhh!!!!!!!
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Helping people to see
other possibilities
“I think we need to question what we think we
know about people with ASD in general and how
we support those individuals whose speech does
not develop to communicate through AAC in
particular.”
- Mirenda, 2008, p. 229

Do we really know what we know?

1st Step – Use of Aided Language
Strategies
Communication Community = 1 (Me!)
Started small!!!
1. Developed ‘new’ communication and literacy resources
and started running class-based sessions
-

Resources included: visual schedules, single symbols,
communication boards

2. I used the ‘new’ resources to communicate within
structured sessions
3. Started talking about functional communication
4. Observed, noted and recorded students’ responses to
this communication (video)
5. Discussed achievements with Teachers and Support
Assistants

2nd Step – Developing a Case Study


Identified one student who had been attending to
and starting to use communication boards
 Discussed the idea of trialing a communication book
 Teacher and Support Assistants agreed!
 Collected further baseline data and video


‘Engineered’ the classroom environments for aided
language learning
1. Customised single communication boards for literacy, cooking,
choice making activities (colouring, puzzles, pasting etc.)
2. Problem solved how to integrate teaching of aided symbols into the
curriculum (eg. cooking sessions)



Focused on receptive input

2nd Step – Developing a Case Study
• 3 Months later, introduced a PODD
communication book
- One page opening, 20 symbols per page

Collaborative Planning
and Joint Working


Met regularly with the class team to
discuss and highlight the improvements in
students’:
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Attention
Engagement
Anxiety
Behaviour
Initiation
Participation
Expressive Communication
Understanding of language

Me!!

1 Class team

Expanding the Communication
Community Beyond Me!



Identified 4 enthusiastic people across the two schools
Pleaded with Senior Management Team to allow
them to attend an upcoming 5 Day PODD Workshop!







Talked about the evidence base for AAC and ASD
Showed Adam’s case study
Outlined the range of improvements we had observed
Detailed the possible benefits from a business perspective

They (finally) said YES!!

Expanding the Communication
Community Beyond Me!
Me!!

1 Class team

1 Learning
Support
Assistant

2 Speech and
Language
Therapists

1 Teacher
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Developing a Whole School
Communication Community
 We

needed the Senior Management
Team (SMT) to understand
communication, AAC and PODD to:






Support us on a senior, group-wide level
Provide financial backing
Develop an implementation strategy
Assist with changing the culture of the schools

Developing a Whole School
Communication Community


Delivered a formal presentation to the SMT:





Helped them to see functional autonomous
communication
De-bunked myths around AAC and ASD
Outlined the evidence base for prioritising ‘functional
spontaneous communication’ for students with Autism
Shared strategies to enable and develop functional
spontaneous communication skills through aided language
stimulation




Showed video of students communicating

PODD as a possible new resource in the ‘tool box’

Open expectations and new possibilities!

Extending the Community to
Teachers and Assistants


We developed and delivered a series of interactive
training sessions for all staff on:
1. Basic characteristics of ASD and communication

2. Introduction to AAC for young people with ASD
- Different modes and approaches
- The evidence and clinical base
- Myths and realities

3. What is Aided Language Stimulation?
- how do you do it?
- how does it work in a classroom

4. What is PODD?
- Intro to one page opening PODD books
- Features of PODD
- Using PODD

Most importantly: We needed to create an INSIGHT into what was possible,
and INSPIRE people to try!!

Extending the Communication
Community to Parents


Parent Workshops were written and delivered over
multiple 1.5-2 hour sessions from June 2012 to March
2013
 18 Parents attended one or more workshops across the
two schools

Phase 1- Introduction to AAC and PODD


Included:
1. Brief overview of Autism and Communication
2. Rationale behind introducing Pragmatic Organisation
Dynamic Display (PODD) Communication books
3. Case study of PODD Trial
4. Discussion and q&a sessions
One workshop involved developing resources for the PODD tool
kit, ie. cutting and laminating!

Extending the Communication
Community to Parents
Phase 2 – Using Aided Language around the Home
 Included:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Overview of features of PODD
Hands on activities to practice using PODD
Conventions for modelling aided language
VIDEO of their children communicating
Simple prompts and cues to increase attention and
engagement
Commonly asked questions
Time to PRACTICE!!!

Feedback from Parents

What our Parents Taught us!
We needed to:
 Allow more time!




Be practical with ‘real life’ examples




67% strongly agreed that the training was relevant to them

Needed lots of hands-on practice using strategies




Only 11% strongly agreed that the time allocated to the
training was sufficient

78% agreed that they felt confident to use the strategies at
home

Needed to allow time for questions and
discussions


67% strongly agreed that their
questions/queries were well answered

Our Communication Community



10 classrooms currently using aided language
stimulation and PODD within their curriculum
18 students have individual books which travel
between home and school


(12 students still awaiting individual books!)



All staff have attended at least 2 Trainings on AAC,
Aided Language Stimulation and/or PODD
 34 staff have completed PODD Introductory Workshop
 20 Parents have attended Phase 1 and/or Phase 2
Training


7 Additional Parent 1:1 sessions
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Our Communication Community
1 Operations Director, 2 Head Teachers, 2 Deputy Head Teachers
Me!!
2 Speech and
Language Therapists

Crane
Egret

2 Speech and
Language Therapists

Barn Owl
Falcon

Owl

Phoenix

2 Learning
Support
Assistant

3 Learning
Support
Assistant

3 Learning
Support
Assistant

3 Learning
Support
Assistant

2 Parents

2 Parents

1 Parent

3 Parents

3 Learning
Support
Assistant

Robin

Penguin

Puffin
Starling

2 Learning
Support
Assistant

3 Learning
Support
Assistant

2 Learning
Support
Assistant

3 Learning
Support
Assistant

3 Learning
Support
Assistant

2 Parents

3 Parents

3 Parents

2 Parents

2 Parents

67 Excited Teachers, Therapist, Assistants and Parents
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Testimonies from the Community
Rocio (Teacher of 6 yr old Troy)


“Now he uses a PODD book at home and school and he
responds very well to it. Since he started using it, his
behaviour has improved.” - 17.1.13



“Troy's behaviour has improved dramatically since
starting PODD- he used to run around the room or
scream, now he will point to 'I don't understand.”
- 1.3.2013

Testimonies from the Community
Ona (Mother of 14 yr old Chidi)


“He is talking a lot more now and is easier to
understand. He is attempting to say more new
words, I think it’s because he is becoming more
confident with his speech as he has a back-up.”

Testimonies from the Community
Emma (Speech and Language Therapist, Sutton)


‘I've noticed that in Barn Owl, the communication boards and
PODD books are really beneficial to support the students in
following instructions and transitioning, for example, Tosan was
asked to wash her dishes verbally several times - I have seen
before that she has required adult physical prompts to complete
this. She was then shown visually and she spontaneously (and)
independently completed this, showing an impact on her
understanding and independence skills.’ - 1.3.2013
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Extending Beyond the School!

July 2012- Adam receiving his second
PODD book

March 2013- Adam working with his LSA
Faye to customise his third PODD book

In Adam’s own words…
When asked how Adam feels about 'his
words', he said

"I feel excited and pleased."
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But the journey continues…
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